DEEP DOWN YOU WANT THE BEST.

A700 CARBON BLACK TECH
SCUBAPRO’s A700s are legendary. The latest A700 lives up to its reputation and now features a carbon fibre cover that’s virtually bulletproof. Upgrade to the world’s most incredible second stage that’s now even lighter and more compact than ever.

**A700 Carbon Black Tech**

**DLC Black Tech Finish**
The same coating trusted by the world’s premier auto racers. This finish doesn’t just look intense; it shields your premium second stage from corrosion and scratches, leaving it shining dive after dive.

**Superb Breathing Performance**
Breathe more easily than ever, thanks to a sectional exhaust tee, large diaphragm and air balanced valve.

- **Sectional Exhaust Tee**—Operates in tandem with an oversized exhaust valve for easy exhalation.
- **Large Diaphragm**—Increases breathing sensitivity to another level.
- **Air Balanced Valve**—Smoothes inhalation effort when diving at varying depths and supply pressures.

**Carbon Fibre Cover**
Hand-assembled with the highest-grade carbon fibre on the market. It makes the new A700 much lighter, increasing comfort and reducing mouth strain.

Up the Intensity
Pair A700 Carbon Black Tech with the new Mantis Black Tech.